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A Summary of 

THE U.S. NAVY PROGRAM AND FY 1967 PROGRESS IN 

WEATHER MODIFICATION AND CONTRO~ 

presented 26 October 1~67 at the 

National Science Foundation 

sponsored 

Ninth Interagency Conference on Weather Modification 

Skyland Lodg~, Skyland Drive, Virginia 
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Purpose and Scope 

CAPT H. L. SOMERVELL, Jr., USN, Navy Subchairman 

The Navy's ~verall objectives in weathe~ modification have 

changed but little during ~he last several years. During the 

past year, however, our ~xpectations of what, when and how these 

objectives can be achieved nave crystalized consid~rably. It 

appears that the basic r~~~~rch and exp~oratory development have 

progressed to the point where it is now possible to commence 

advanced development for achieving certain specific goals. Thus, 

increasing effort is Leing devoted to engineering specific cloud 

modifications through computer modelling, and f.:o developing 

materials, equipment anu techniques for treating clouds. 

The ability to perform even relatively simple cloud modi-

fications could substantially enhance the effectiveness of many 

naval operations. These, then, w:l.ll be: attacked first in order 

of present feasibility. It is anticipated that from this will 

come the ca:oability to perform mol'e complex modifications, and 

that within the foreseeable future we will be able to attack the 

problems of stom and climate modification uith some confidence. 

The Navy has and \'till continue to cooperate \<.'ith others in the 

development of this field, and participation with ESSA in Project 

STORMFURY will continue, in the belief that one of the beot ways 

to eventually master hurrican~ and typhoon modification is to get 

in and t'lork on it • 
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!~<·search in ~upr'<>rt of the &me !:eathcr 'tO<!ification Pr0"9..!~ 

CDR l-tax C.. cil\CK, USN 

and 

! Dr. w. G. Finnegan 

Navfll t·1eapons Center, China Lake, California 
,. 

'l'he Naval \leapons Center, <.:hina Lake, has cliscontinued 

" 
resca~ch in weather motlification, ilntl is currently devoting 

their efforts to the field of environmental application research. 

1·ie are howeveJ:, continuin~J 'mrJ:. in nucleation. Dr. Od~::n~rantz 

is k<?cpin'J his icc box busy with nuclei counting and particle 

charge :·10rk. i'le exnc~c:t to rer:~uin active in this urea. 

In <ldrli tion ..,,c are supporting nucleation research at Colo.fado 

Stata Uni ver:;i ty and South Oukoti1 School ()f :t.i.ne!>. 

!·lr~ arc- also con t.inuing cumu lur: ;mr.J~ · .. ;i th three contractors, 

·.dth hope c( (_!c~ttin:_! sorr.~ quantitative anmvPrs in addition to 

cloud ~1ysics rcscurch. 

i'lant fog und \·TaiTil stratus continue at the top of our priority. 

\·le have a \varn fog and stratus experiment at Uollister. At present 

there is nothing to report Gincc the weath<~r hils uot cooperateu. 

!:>r. Finne~:an will nmv ']ivc you nome interesting ol>servations 

on icc crystals and particle charyc. 

Continued evaluation of pyrotechnic COJ:tbustion as a process 

for <Jcneratin{] silver iollidc bas<.1d Ereazin:3 nnclci has ~iven ne•11 

' 
'• 

information on potential nucleation efficiencies and on Tlcchauisr'ls .. 
of nucleation. lnformntion on aer.ial clustering of ice crystal5 

anLl on <l pCJss.i.ble l't0Chanisnl for icc ct':r·s tal l)rOHth has also been 

{]ained. 'rhe presence o( electrical charges on freezing nuclei, 
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ice cr-istals ~iul ~upcrcocl• ~cl cloud droplets hns been shown to be 

an important f.tctor witi; influence on the rates, .,cchunisms, extent 

an~1 direction of atllospheric rr.ocesses •· 1\.tmo!>rhcric contamination, 

hy a ~·licle '!!i.riety of cheJTtical conpounds in gaseo\ls form, has been 

shO\"n to m=trkerlly aff~ct the nucleation of freezing of supercooled 

cloud nroplets and the . resulting ~lectrical ·~barges on ice crystals. 

A comparison of. silver iodide freezin~ nuclei acti~ity spectra, 

dcten•lined uy dif~crent techniqt:.~s nt different facilities ·for the 

snme pyrotechnic COr.lpo~;ition, strongly sugyests t!1at .t:he prt;Sence 

or absence of electric ch;:n:CJc on the nuclei has a marked effect 

on the nucleation efficiency and on the li'echanis:n of nucleation. 

r:uclci which arc too small to function by a su!Jli:·!il tion mcchanisrt 

-10°C \·:hen charrJcd po:;itively and arparently function by a contact 

j . nuc lea U on process. 'fhi s chclr')c phenomena together with the hy..o 
' 

groscopic character of ~ixcd silver iodi~c-alkali iodi~c nuclei 

must !Jc conshlered in the llesi']n of attno~phcric experiments; the 

functioniniJ of freezing nuclei vrill be ilrfccted by the mode of 

placc11:cnt of these nuclei into cumulus cloud!;, below cloud base 

or from t:he ')ro~nd. 

hcrial clusterin'J of ice cr7stals into snowflakes has been 

o!Jservcu at Ycllot.Jstone Nationnl Park f:ollo,·rin'J l'Yrotec:mic seedings 

witl1 nilvcr iouide containing nuclei. evidence suggests that 

aerial clustering of icc crystals ~ay also occur in nature. Since 

this phnr1omenon could hnve an important bearing on thP. rates of 

precipitation processes, a study has been start~1 in the NHC 

cloud ch,1Jllber to 9nin information. J\erial cluster in') of ice 

3 



crystals has been shown to occur in the cloqd chamber but th~ 

wet details of the process arc not completely. underatood' aa 

yet; overseeding· is an important factor. 

Careful replications of ic~ crystals using the aethyl 2-eyano 

acrylate vapo~ process and a study of the replicas with a · 

· -stereo-scan~ electron microacop~ has qiven new evidence for· a 

growth mechanism for ice crystals. Microscopic observation of 
' . 

small ice "whiskers", predominantly at crystal boundaries, suggests 

that crystal growth involves condensation of wat~r vapor from-the 

sarrounding air onto the growing ends of ~the whiskers and subse-

queat transport to the crystal base. A diffusional and heat 

transfer limited model of the ~rowth process is beinq stud;ed. 

Proqress in Engine,:!ring Heather r·todifi~ation 

· Experiments by Comeuter Hodellin~ 

Clement J. Todd 

Navy Neather Research facility 

'llcathcr modification research at NAV".-1EARSCIIFAC <stuJ:ing the past 

year has continued to'emphasize systematic development of mathe

matical models of cloud processes, as outlined in our presentation 
'· 

at the 8th Interagency Conference,- and the use of these models to 

invastigate the feasibility of and optimum treatment for va~ious 

1nodifications. Primary effort has been devoted to the followin~: 

~Fog 

Very little new computin~ has been done on the warm-fog clearing 

problem, but consirlerahle effort h~s been devoted to studie• on the 

best means for implclilcnting those treatments th~t the models pre

dict will be most effective. The spraying of. concentrated solutions 
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d,~s not seem to be a good approach; because spray systefl\~ that 

C{!n pro<h~ce droplets of the proper size are not designed for large 

capacities, nor do they permit careful centro~ of the droplet size 

distribution. Hygroscopic powders, on the other hand, can be 

preground, sorted in centrifu~al blower separators and packaged 

into the desired 5 to 10 micron range, '~ith virtually no small 

particles. Two major fertilizer co~panies have expressed a qesire 

to participate in thi5 research, ~nd one has prepared samples· 

which appear satisfactory in preliminary laboratory testG. The 

Nilvy· has ·d helicopter-horne dry-insecticide dispenser, designed 

for mosquito !;uppression, that appears sq_iA:able for preliminary 

field tests with these pm .. ,ders. It is anticipated that dusting 

treatments may be incorporated in warm-fog dissipation experiments 

this vTinter. 

Condensation-Coalescence Precipitation 

1\ m~thematical model has bP.en prolJrammed, and exploration uaing 

it has begun. Initial exploration indi.cates that there is a great 

potential for modifying warm-cloud precipitation with hygroscopic 

nuclei treatments. 

Ice-Phase Precipitation 

A mathematical madel has been programmed to compute ice-crystal 

gro,ith and fall speed. '!'his program is being used to explore the 

concentration of ice nuclei as « function of temperature and time 

required to clear supercooled fog. 

Engineering design of compresseu-air nozzles for nucleating 

supercooled fog is being carried out in conjunction \dth an experi-. 

mental program conducted by the Army at CRREL. 
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Climatol~<J2.2s of th~ential Icc-:_flhase~1_oclification of 

Convective Clouds 

h mathematical model for analyzin~ radiosonde data to deter

mine the potential for ice-phase modification of convective clouds 

l~as been programmed and ·run f!Xtensivcly on historical weather 

records. An exam~le is presented in a climatology _for the 

Caribbean, wni'ch shows. that cumulus seeding should be effective 

only infrequently during winter and spring but quite effective in 

the summer anq aJ.itumn. 

Operational By-Products 

As a by-product of convection-analysis models, an operational 

cqmputer pr9grarn has been developeo for analyzing the vertical 

structure of the atmosphere from available sounding data. It is 

anticipated that these analyses \.,.ill he uned for llay-to-day assess

Ments of ,.,eather-modification feasibility, ..,1hen convective cloud 

modification is performed opcr~ticmally. r>urinrJ the interim, 

computer-produced vertical cross sections (both space and time} 

of the thermodynamic parameters used in meteorology are being used 

by :~avaJ. Heather Service units to facilitate operational analysis. 

Project STORMFURY Oporations~1967 

~lr. '1ax \'I. ~del stein 

Naval \'ieather Service Command 

Since the inception of this joint Department of Defense-

Department of Co1•uncrce hurricane noLli f:ication program, experiments 

have l>ecn performed oa just t\-Jo storms, Hurricane Esther in 1961 

and Hurricane Beulah in 1963. Opportunities for seedinu were some

~hat limiteu by ~estriction to a prescribed area, a bann in the 
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'sout:lwcstcrn North 1\tlantic between ac_rtnuda and Puerto Rico. 

.Actin~. upon a recommendation from the STO~!PURY Advisory 

Panel, approval \·ras obtained to have rules for storm seeding , 

eligibility changed. For t:he 1967 sf':ci;;on ar,y suitabl~ storm in 

the ~outhwestcrn North Atlantic was eligible for seeding as long 

as there \<Ja~ il small probability {10\ or less). of its center 

app~oaching within 50 miles of a populated area-~ithin 24 hours. 

This change in criteria was made possible by the increased accuracy 

of hurricane forecasts. 

Early in August a comprehemJive "dt~y run" was held in the 

Jacksonville, Florida area. Participating units provided aircraft 

from the Air Force 53rd \·Jeather Recon scjua~zon, I the ~nviromnental 

Science Services Administration Research ~light Facility, and the 

i.~avy .·leather Recon Squadron Four and Attack Squadron Thi~ty-five. 

In addition, representatives from the Federal Aviation Administra-

tion were present to assist in airspace reservation planning. A 

siwulatetl "cyewall" experiment . ..,as conducted the first day 1 and a 

"rai nband" experiment the second day. A description of t~ese 

experiments is contained in the 1966 STORMFURY Annual Report. 

For the first time in 14 years, or evG~ si~tce official Ur.ited 

States Heather Bureau forecasts were recorded by latitude and 

lon·Ji tuuc f<>r the areas and time~ concerned, no eligible hurricane 

appeared during the operational period 8 August to 15 October • 

However, the completion of a comprehensive Operations Plan, and 
' 

the valuable training acquired during the "dry run", will help 

in future hurricane modification experiments. 
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PlirJht !.itutlics of Glaciiit:ton in Cloud~ .:tt -4° To -6°C 

'R. E. Ruskin 

Naval Research Laboratory 
, 

~t the 1966 meeting, Dr. Dinger presented a survey of several 

typ~s o.f the atmospheric studie~ at NRL. This year we will cover 

r.tai~ly' the c~:oud physics fligl~t program, omi~ting the continuing 

studies of clou~ condensation nuclei, a~~ospheric electrical effects, 

stratcspheric water v~por measurements, and instrument developm~n~. 

I1ost of the NRL cloud physics flight experiments in recent 

years have been conducted cooperatively with aircraft and· scientists 

of vth'3r activities, in ordf~r to provide multiple aix::craft tra-

versos at several altitudes in the clouds. nesults of these 

experiments, as in the case of Project \~hitetop, raise a questipn 

as to \-lhether, for many maritime cumuli, precipitation may be 

reduced if the usual hypothesis for the seeding mechanism is true; 

i.e., that precipitation is enhanceu by ice crystals on artifically 

added freezing nuclei growlng rapidly at the expense of the liquid 

water of the cloud. \'le found that frequently too many natural ice 

particles for optimum precipitation growth were already present 

at temperatures as warm as -2" to -6°.C. 

During 1967 the NRL clouu physics group published jointly 

\>lith J.::SG/\ in the ,Journal, of ~lied \feteorolOC]l;: some of the results 

of the r:teasurements made in the 1965 STORr-t~URY pl'oject. In these 

experiments cumulus ~louds Nere seeded with silver iodide pyro-

technic "Alectos" deyeloped at China Lake. In addition to various 

cloud measurements by aircraf't of ESS/\, U5AF, and the U. s. Navy 

i·(eather neconnaissance fir1uadron 4, URL made measureme_nts \otith the 
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cc;>operation· of th~ !Javy ~!eather Research Facility, Norf9lk, to 

uet:~r!nine the changes in cloud ice. The results inu~cated that 

natural glaciation wus unexpectedly prev~lent at temperatures 

o~ly 2 to s,• ~loto~ o•c. ·The_ more active ut?draft regions · \\fere more 

ice free. hence more responsive to .seeding. The seeding apparently 

pro<lt\c.ed considerable increase in buoyancy in several clouds, as 

manifes~ed by increased grO\·lth of the cloud top. 

·In October '1966·, . a series of joint flights \-lith no seeding \'las 

mc>~de \'lith Dr. Hossop and other scientists of the CSIRO in Australia 

with their well-instrumented cloud physics aircraft. Each aircraft 

was equipped with bto types of F'ormvar cloud particle replicator~-, 

all dasic.3ned differently. Both planes had an assori:.rnent of other 

cloud physics instr~~ents. One valuable instrument on ~he CSIRO 

plane was a "cloud box" cloud chambet· for determining in flight 

the number of freezing nucle.l active at various temperatures. 

Combining the measurements of: tl1c bm sets of instruments 

provided cross checks of the reliability of observations that ice 

cryst.:lls, as well as pellets, were present in clouds with tops as 

warm as -4.5°C in such large numbers as to indicate that only about 

a hundredth of l% of the crystals resulted from grC'wth on sub-

liMation nuclei. It was concluded that so~e 10,000 to 1 ice-

multiplication process must have operated nearly independently 

of the nuclei present. 7\s in the 1965 Caribbean observations, the 

data indicated that the glaciation was more prevalent in the older, 

less active regions at the cloud and remained "patchy" even after 

a considerable time had passed. _From the 13ergeron-Fin~iesoll1 

mechanism of liquid droplets evaporating and recondensing on ice 
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I structure of icc ~11ere contintiecl duJ:ing the Fiscal Year 1967. 

Dr. Neyman at the University of Californi~ qontinued: his 

re-analysis of th~ So-1iss hail-suppression experiments, and data 

of other l~rge randomized experinents, to determine whether or 

not there is a ·real ·effect in present attempts to roodify weather. 

To elate, thirteen of the selected nineteen randoJ'Ilized experiments 

have been analyzeu. These analyses show an increase in precipi-
. 

tation in sqrne experiments and a decrease in others, and sometimes 

increases and decreases within the same experiment. 
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